Nothing will
make you look
like more of
an arse on
the water than
being all gear
and no cast...
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Reach

Roll

Carl McNeil introduces the casts that catch fish.

N

othing else promises greater
positive impact on your success
as an angler than your ability
to cast a fly. And by ‘success’
I mean the amount of fish you
catch, the conditions in which
you can happily fish, your versatility
as an angler, and above all, your overall enjoyment of the sport.
Good form will also go a long way
to help prevent repetitive strain injuries such as tennis elbow and rotator
cuff problems. Like so many things in
life, if it hurts you’re doing it wrong.
Seriously, if you experience any pain
or discomfort as a result of fly casting you either have an existing injury
which is being aggravated or there’s
a problem with your form—probably
both. The solution, see your doctor
then go see your fly-casting coach.
And preferably a certified fly-cast-
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ing instructor. Just about anyone else
will likely be talking some fly-casting
mumbo jumbo that they really know
little about. And it’s also highly likely
they’ll be teaching you the same fly
fishing dogma and bad habits that
they were taught—as an instructor, I
see it more often than not.
It never ceases to amaze me, the
credence placed on flies and fly selection when so many anglers have
trouble delivering any fly to where it
should be in the first place. I’m not
saying that pattern is totally unimportant; what I am saying is that it is
not nearly as important as popular fly
fishing culture would have us believe.
But that says more about human
nature than it does logic.
I dig flies, no doubt about it. But the
flies that spin my wheels tend to be
the clever generalist attractors from

the stables of Sawyer and Skues, and
latterly Wulff, LaFontaine, Teeny, my
old mate Bob Wyatt and the father
of the father of this publication—Tony
Sloane and his irrepressible fur fly.
I’m about as big a tackle junkie as
you’re likely to find, but let’s face it,
the fish don’t know anything about
brands and nor would they care if
indeed they were capable. That stuff’s
the emotional crutch that gives you
and me a little more confidence and
generally makes us feel good when
we’re out there doing it, or at least
pretending to.
Nothing will make you look like
more of an arse on the water than
being all gear and no cast—to my
mind anyway.
By and large fly anglers are appalling casters and I still can’t work out
why. Golfers literally spend lifetimes

Tight loops and long casts look cool,
but slack line casts catch more fish.

This series of articles is not about
the fundamentals of fly casting, I’m
assuming you already can cast. This
series is about fishing, and a small
group of relatively simple casts that
will improve your catch rate—and that
I guarantee. These casts are all pretty
simple, in fact most of us spent a fair
amount of time inadvertently performing a couple of them when we were
first learning to fly cast. Back then they
were faults, now they are cool.
THE CASTS
The simple fact is that when you’re
out there fishing—whether it be a
backcountry stream, mountain lake or
balancing on a flats skiff in 20 knots
of wind—you seldom have the luxury
of an unobstructed back-cast, steady
footing, windless conditions or a nice
‘straight poke’ at a fish. These casts
help level the playing field and should
be considered vital equipment in the
arsenal of any angler.
Most of these casts are not pretty,
they won’t get oohs and aahs from
your mates and they certainly won’t
get you the call up as a fly-casting
stunt double. These are not the grass
casting, sexy looping, distance busting,
gob smacking casts that are thrown
on beautifully manicured football
pitches. These are fishing casts. They
are the business end of fly casting—
they are the practical, efficient, get

the job done, more time spent fishing
casts. In instructor parlance we call
many of them ‘slack line presentations’—in reality they are the casts that
catch fish.
Here are two to get you started…
If you were only going to learn two
casts in your whole fly fishing career
these would have to be two of the
best.
The standard overhead cast aside,
the Reach Cast and the Roll Cast and
its derivatives will do more to increase
your catch rate and versatility than
any other techniques I know of. On a
scale of one to ten in fishiness, both
get a solid 10.
THE ROLL CAST
The Roll Cast is the foundation of
all Spey casts and once mastered it
opens up a myriad of extremely effective casts for both the single and twohanded rod. Time after time a wellexecuted roll will be your ‘get out of
jail free card.’
It is the cast to use when back-cast
room is limited, for lifting up heavy
sink tips and shooting heads, and
for casting heavy flies and bombs in
windy conditions. With practice the
Roll Cast can be very accurate. The
basis for all Spey casts, it reduces
unnecessary false casting, fatigue, and
the likelihood of bird’s nests, lost flies
and tangles.

perfecting their stroke, trap and skeet
shooters bust clays till dark, and even
the guys in the local footy team practice at least once a week, and yet
many anglers neglect the single most
import aspect of their sport—their ability to control a fly line effectively.
For many blokes, taking a fly-casting
class is akin to being emasculated, and
casting in front of strangers like prancing around naked in a public dressing
room with a deformed willie. Man up
and get over it.
Okay, so I’ve blown my cover…
My name is Carl McNeil and I’m a
dyed in the wool presentationist and
I’m here to tell you that the answer
to your angling success is not in your
fly box, or any tackle shop for that
matter. Liberate yourself—pull your
head out of your fly box, reduce your
pattern dependency and concentrate
on what matters most—getting the fly
in front of the fish and doing what it
should do.
Carl in fishing mode.
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The first part of the Roll Cast is the setup and positioning.

the correct amount of power is always that which just lifts the line
and has enough energy to turn over and straighten it out.
Reach & Roll
. . . continued

Adding a haul to a roll cast will extend distance and help defeat the wind.

Roll Cast Steps:
Like all Spey casts the Roll Cast is a
cast in two parts. The first being the
setup and line positioning, the second
the loading move and delivery. You
can practice this on grass or water.
I find that grass is actually better for
teaching as the lack of surface tension quickly teaches students to apply
power smoothly—if they don’t, the line
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simply pulls out through the grass and
will not lift. If you can do this on grass,
you can do it anywhere.
1. With 5 or 6 m of line off the tip,
slowly draw the rod tip up and back
until your reel is at ear level. Your
elbow should be bent and the rod tip
slightly canted out and back behind
you. What we are looking for here is a
big looped curve of line hanging from

your rod tip down and out onto the
water in front of you. This sag of line
is called a D-loop for obvious reasons.
It’s that D-loop that does all the work
in a Roll Cast.
The rest of the line that is lying on
the water in front of you should be
pointing in the direction you want it
to travel.
You should be able to pause briefly
here. This is called a static Roll Cast
because the line and D-loop are no
longer moving.
2. Now that you have a nice D-loop
formed the rest is pretty easy. That
D-loop is going to help load the rod
against the surface tension on the line
out in front of you and lift it off the
water and deliver it to your target.
The second part of the Roll Cast
is exactly the same as the forward
stroke on your standard overhead
cast. Power the rod tip along slightly
inside and parallel to the line you
have lying on the water out in front
of you. Think railway tracks.
Accelerate forward with smooth
power application and finish with a
crisp abrupt stop. Smooth acceleration
is the name of the game here. Think,

The second part of the Roll Cast is the loading move and delivery.

The important thing is to get your arm high and well behind you to form the D-loop at steps 5 & 6.
Accelerate forward with an abrupt stop (step 8) to give a nice tight loop. 9,10,11 are just a follow through.

‘start slow, finish fast’—and like all
overhead casts the crisper and more
abrupt you can make that final stop
the more effectively the rod unloads.
DON’T overpower the stroke—the
correct amount of power is always
that which just lifts the line and
has enough energy to turn over and
straighten it out.
Roll Cast Tips:
• The amount of line in your D-loop
affects how much line you can lift.
The bigger the D-loop the more line
you can lift.
• ‘Kicking back’ a larger more dynamic D-loop can be done by adding a
haul on the back-cast.
• Adding a haul on the forward delivery will greatly increase line speed
and thus distance.
• Once you have this two part static
Roll Cast organised, try running the
two parts together in a more fluid
continual motion. You’ll find you
can create a much more dynamic
D-loop and lift far more line. This
cast is now called a Dynamic Roll
or Jump Roll and is the basis for the
Switch Cast and Single Spey.

• D
 on’t chop down as if you are chopping wood (regardless of what you
might have seen or been told)—that
downward chopping action moves
your rod tip through a large convex arc that will create a big wide
sloppy loop, or no loop.
• If you find the line collapses in front
of you and your loop is large and
underpowered you need to:
• Stop the rod tip high and abruptly—
think ‘crisp’.
• Avoid that downward chopping motion—your rod tip must travel in as

straight a line as possible.
• P
 ractice with a shorter line for a
start.
• If you hear a loud SHLUURPP as
your line is violently ripped from
the water there are a few things to
look out for:
• Make sure your delivery stroke is
made just inside but parallel to the
direction the line out in front of you
is pointing. Think railway tracks.
• Apply less power smoothly!
• Clean your line; it’s likely that it’s
also sinking a little.

Setting up a D-loop is fundamental to all Spey casts.
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The Reach Mend is ideal for
slow to moderate currents
that are relatively
uniform.
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An effective reach cast uses the whole upper body to lean up-stream.
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This is exactly what the reach mend
is and what it does for you. This is
the setup cast to end all setup casts;
it’s very easy and just about the most
useful thing you’ll ever learn.
The Reach Mend is ideal for slow to
moderate currents that are relatively
uniform. It can also be handy on
still water for avoiding obstacles—for
reaching around a rock, or reaching
over an undercut back.
Reach Mend Steps:
1. Start with a basic overhead cast,
false casting 5 or 6 metres of line
overhead.
2. On the forward delivery stop the
rod and allow additional line to slip/
shoot through your fingers.
3. As this line is shooting out reach
out as far to the right (or left) as you
can.
4. You’ve made your mend, now
stay with it. Keep reaching as you follow your line and fly down the drift.
As the fly moves down the current
towards you, take in the slack that
appears as a result.
It’s that simple.
If you’ve done it right your fly
should land directly out in front of
you with the line angling out to either

A cross-reach is sometimes required.

the left or right and back to your
rod tip. Your rod tip should be a rod
length plus an arm’s length out to one
side—now, that’s a big mend, likely in
excess of 12 feet.
Reach Mend Tips:
• You have to ‘shoot’ or ‘slip’ a little
line because the reaching action
of the rod pulls the line back from
your target. You need to slip a little
line to compensate for this.
• Stop the rod, slip line and reach.
• Reach! Really reach.
• This is a good one to practice on
grass to a target. It will show you
how much line is needed to slip
in order to make the distance you
FL
require.
To view active casting sequences visit
the FlyLife website www.flylife.com.au
Carl McNeil is an independent filmmaker and Federation of Fly Fishers
Master Casting Instructor. His casting
is featured in the critically acclaimed
film ‘Once in a Blue Moon.’
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THE REACH CAST
OR REACH MEND
Technically this is not actually a cast
but an aerial mend. By definition any
line repositioning that occurs before
the rod stops is a cast of one sort
or another. But if the line is repositioned after the stop this is no longer
a cast but a mend, and in this case
the repositioning is performed after
the stop but while the line is still fully
aerialised—hence its correct name,
Reach Mend.
If you are a fly angler you’ll be
familiar with the concept of mending—this is normally the repositioning
of line whilst on the water to help
negate varying currents and achieve a
longer drag-free drift.
Most anglers who mend, mend
excessively, and most anglers only
mend because they haven’t discovered the Reach Mend. Each mend
inevitably pulls and drags your flies—
an action that in most cases is not
desirable. Wouldn’t it be great if we
could perform a mend before the
fly actually hit the water—this would
mean that as soon as the fly touched
down it was fishing. It would also
largely negate the need to constantly
mend during the drift.

. . . continued
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